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SABIS
Star of the Month November 2005
Allstar
The flashy chestnut gelding has always promised plenty.
He has delivered on that promise in recent times.

R

aced as an early 2YO,Allstar performed
without luck though achieving black type
status in his first preparation running second
to Crevette in the Listed Pat Glennon Stakes.
Returning stronger as a 3YO,Allstar cracked his
maiden class first up at Morphettville in a restricted
3YO race.Allstar continued his winning ways mid
November at Allan Scott Park Morphettville defeating
a high quality field in the 3YO Handicap also
claiming the coveted SABIS Star of the Month.

Trained by Paul Seater at Murray Bridge the gelding
easily accounted for his opposition cruising to a 31/2
length victory over Lady With Attitude ridden a treat
by jockey Scott Leckey. Owned by Susan Seater, Robert
Blair & Janice Blair the then colt was passed in at the
2004 Magic Millions AdelaideYearling Sale for
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$17,000 and has now returned $73,410 in prize
money including $26,800 in SABIS Bonuses.
Allstar was bred by Ralph & Linda Satchell at Willow
Grove Stud and is by resident stallion Centre Stalls
(IRE).Allstar is just part of the growing last of Centre
Stall’s city winners in the last month alone. King of
the Stalls, backing up after his outstanding first up
win for his new stable in Western Australia, came out
again and trounced his rivals.Amyjaye Power is
another that has saluted in city company recently.
His oldest progeny are now 4 year olds and ready to
hit their straps.
A full sister to Allstar is on offer at the Malaysia
Airlines Magic Millions 2006 AdelaideYearling Sale
whilst his dam Picalilli Star was served by Willow
Grove’s new acquisition Mugharreb (USA) recently.
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SABIS moving in the right direction

W

ith the SABIS Breeder Nominations closed, now is a good time to analyse the foal crop data
which reveals a breeding industry on the up. Not imposing increases by any means but a
reflection of an industry moving in the right direction.
2003 FOAL CROP

2004 FOAL CROP

677 (Category 1 Living Foals)

701 (Category 1 Living Foals)

342 (SABIS Breeder Qualified)

367 (SABIS Breeder Qualified)

50.52% (Living Cat 1: SABIS BQ)

52.35% (Living Cat 1: SABIS BQ)

It’s encouraging to see new blood in the stallion ranks
thanks to those who possess the vision and proactive
initiative in an industry that is moving forward. Standing
their first season at stud are Face Value (Lindsay Park),
Golden Lake (Mr. M Whittaker), Jetway (Grayview Stud)
and Mugharreb (Willow Grove Stud). What an impact
Lindsay Park Stud is having on the breeding scene. Not
only are we about to see Alannan’s first offerings at sale

but Lindsay Park is standing multiple Group 1 winner
Barely a Moment next season. The future certainly looks
bright.
A trend that presented itself through figures of the 2003
Foal Crop was the ratio of SABIS Breeder Qualified
yearlings to SABIS Fully Qualified yearlings.

2003 FOAL CROP

2004 FOAL CROP

342 (Category 1 SABIS BQ)

367 (Category 1 SABIS BQ)

269 (SABIS Fully Qualified)

N/A

79% (SABIS Fully Qualified)

N/A

It’s vital that the buying market at yearling sales
understand SABIS and the benefits it can provide to all
involved in the thoroughbred industry.
In an attempt to educate the buying public, a
concentrated effort will be implemented in the form of
explanatory signage and a clear and accessible representative at all Adelaide sale sessions to answer any
queries in regards to SABIS.
SABIS OWNER NOMINATIONS CLOSE 31 MARCH 2006
for Breeder Qualified horses
SABIS LATE NOMINATIONS CLOSE 31 MARCH 2006
for eligible horses (late fees apply)
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